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ART NEWS
We have been having a blast learning all about colour in the art room! Students have been learning about the three primary colours; red,
yellow and blue and how we can mix these to make new secondary colours; like green, purple and orange. Some of the senior classes
even learnt about the tertiary colours and how we can mix both a primary and a secondary to get a new colour.
Junior grades have loved signing the colour song to help remind them of the colour vocabulary. Senior grades have enjoyed using watercolour paints and oil pastels in their artworks to demonstrate their knowledge of colour.
Students across the school have been eager to engage with new art materials and artworks and it’s so inspiring to see happy creative
Bradshaw artists willing to learn and help each other.

6DW students have decided to fundraise for the school by turning rubbish into money. We have started recycling! It’s not just
about raising money, it is also about making Bradshaw a more environmentally friendly school. That is our aim this year as
school leaders: to make Bradshaw a greener school.
So far, we have been raising more than 10 dollars a day through our recycling! That could be about $2000 dollars a year if we
keep it up! The best thing about it is that we do it as a team. It’s all of our responsibility to get the job done. We have 20 recycling bins around the school, and we have 20 students in the class. So that means that we all have one bin we look after and
empty each day. At the end of our rubbish collection, we all record how much we have made from our bin.
We’ve felt a real buzz around the school about recycling. We’ve heard students skip counting by tens as they put their recycling
in the bin, and we’ve even had students bring us recycling from home! We want to give a big shout out to the students who
have been helping us from other classes. We have the eco warrior team from 4 Jarman who are being led by Isaac Isaako and Aotea Martin. Every recess
and lunch, they have been roaming the school collecting any 10c recycling pieces they find on the ground, and they’ve even started searching the bins!
Majid Hussain has also been helping out by emptying his classes recycling bin and bringing us recycling from home. William Kain from 5 Smith has also
been a recycling champion, bringing in recycling from home and helping us sort our bins.

Upcoming events
Upcoming events

From our first recycling load to Environbank, we made $76.60, and on Wednesday Week 7 we are all going to Environbank as a
class to see what happens to our recycling when we drop it off. We will keep you updated on our progress throughout the
year!
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Hello Bradshaw families,
Welcome to Week 7. The term is flying by and our Bradshaw Learners
are working hard to be the best they can be. This is really important.
Staff at Bradshaw routinely talk to students about how mistakes are an
important part of the learning journey. In fact, not only are mistakes
important but in fact, mistakes provide the opportunity for the
greatest growth to occur. The moment when a child moves from a
mistake or misconception to a point of understanding is so rewarding
that it inspires us all, staff included, to achieve our very best. I would
encourage you to speak to your child at home about what they found
challenging at school today and how they might turn that challenge
into a learning “aha” moment.
Last Friday our staff participated in professional learning that
stretched our thinking and we found ourselves in the learning phase.
Our challenge is to create a thriving and collaborative learning culture
at Bradshaw. We worked together to consider how we could continue
to evolve and not get stuck in our comfort zone. In the same way, we
want our students to grow, we, as a staff, too need to admit and learn
from mistakes. The changing context of our world and education
means we can’t stay comfortable. We need to be constantly improving
and preparing our young people for what their future may hold.
In the coming weeks, we will continue to grow. Staff will be upskilled
in SWPBS (School Wide Positive Behaviour Support). We believe that
every child is unique and brings something special to Bradshaw. Our
teachers strive to provide a 6:1 positive interaction ratio in relation to
student behaviour. This means that at least 6 out of 7 interactions
between staff and students should be positive. The research suggests
that if we can achieve this ratio that when a restorative conversation is
necessary we can do so without “emptying our student’s cup”. We like
to keep our cups full at Bradshaw. This regularly occurs via our
acknowledgment system. If your child brings home a Bradshaw
Learner Card embrace their story of how it was achieved. Students
work hard to receive their bubbles and every completed card is a story
of your child’s success at school.
Our recycling team has been hard at work. Thank you to 6DW and the
many helpers from across the school who are making a difference. An
extra special thank you to Isaac Isaako who is a relentless
environmental warrior and gives up much of his own time to collect
and sort recycling.
It’s exciting to see the dollars rolling in ($160 in 3 weeks), but even
more exciting is the discussion that is occurring between students
about the importance of recycling and caring for our planet.

This is something that we would like to become known for at
Bradshaw and we would love to hear your ideas.
As we move forward we would like to think that we are creating
kind, inspired leaders of the future who will not only care for our
planet but have a deep understanding of its health that far exceeds
our current knowledge.

Don’t forget to use your Back to School Voucher by the
end of Term 1!

The safety of our students at Bradshaw is paramount. Could we
please ask that parents utilise the school crossing and ensure that
small children are always accompanied by an adult. We are finding
that too many of our little ones are waiting in potentially
dangerous places. Please use the Kiss-n-go or alternatively park on
the Flynn Drive oval side of the school. If you are collecting your
child by vehicle, please slow down and look out for the crosswalks.
How aware are you of what your child is using technology for? It
would seem that many of the concerns we have for our teenagers
and technology are becoming our concerns in primary school. If
your child has a phone, tablet or any electronic device that they
bring to school please ensure that they take it to the office and
they do not store it in their bag . The only reason a child should
have a device at school is to call a parent or caregiver before or
after school. If you need to contact your child during school hours
please call the front office. Students are not permitted to access
private data sources or take photographs of each other as this
often leads to disputes and is more regularly making its way onto
social media. No child at primary school should have any form of
social media as all account types require a minimum age of 14
years. The following website may provide you with some useful
tips on what is age appropriate when using technology. https://
www.commonsensemedia.org/
Finally, I feel extremely privileged to have this opportunity to share
some of the great things that are happening at Bradshaw. We are
all educators charged with the most important job of all, raising
the next generation. As Albert Einstein said, “Everybody is a
Genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree it will live
its whole life believing it is stupid”. We all have our strengths. We
all have our challenges. If we work together we can achieve far
more than we possibly can hope to do on our own.
With thanks,
Simon Rowlands
Assistant Principal

Have you been contemplating
cleaning out your cupboards or the
shed? Now is the perfect time to
unload the clutter.
The Early Childhood Classes at
Bradshaw Primary School are
looking for donations for their Fundraising Lawn Sale
to be held on the 6th April 2019.
If you can assist with donations, please drop them off
at the school or your child’s classroom.

Relief Classroom Support
Staff
Are you interested in being
on the list for relief
Classroom Support Staff at
Bradshaw?
Do you have an Ochre Card?
At times we require
emergency Classroom
Support Staff to cover illness
and absence.
Please contact Michele Turk
on 89552100 if you would
like to know more or are
interested.

